
Emerging Opportunities and 
Challenges with Central Bank Data 

 

Note: These slides were prepared for presentation at the Seventh ECB Statistics Conference.  These slides are intended only as 

a primer on the basic topics covered; they reflect the author’s views and not necessarily those of the Federal Reserve Board or 

anyone else associated with the  

Federal Reserve System.  

 
 



Key Roles and Data Needs of the Federal Reserve  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
FRB has a dual mandate of maximum employment, stable prices and moderate long-term interest rates. But also has had banking supervision responsibilities for years, which is different than some other central banks.



Sub-optimized Data Leads to Increased Business Risk 

• Skyrocketing data volume  
• Lack of data visibility 
• Lack of data fluidity (difficult to 

integrate and disseminate data) 
• Data ‘my-ning’ 
• Security and access control 

issues 
• Historical siloed view 
• Legacy system issues 
• Increasing cost pressures 

Reduced Efficiency & 
Quality 

 Inability to Connect  
the Dots 

Increased Security 
Risks 

Increased Costs 
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Presentation Notes
Generally unoptimized data environment; need to be thinking strategically and cross-functionally.Connecting the dots is criticalMore flexibility and agility required in data relationshipsRobust data integration and distribution capabilities criticalNew and more external data sets are needed – multiple varieties, timingCommunications loop and near real-time feedback more importantNew measurements and KPIs are requiredStronger data quality and data management necessaryTrust in data quality and provenance is foundationalEcosystem and process view of data requiredMore pressure on data security leversNew world order is driven by intelligence, insights and analytics – ability to ask and answer broader range of questionsMaximization of infrastructure investments and portfolio management



Traditional and Newly Emerging Data Types Merging to Form 
Big Data for Central Banks 

Newer data types 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Traditional types of central bank data – macro economic, survey, financial institution structure and aggregate dataNew types of data – third party, micro level, various types of unstructured data The combination of new central bank business requirements (particularly around financial stability and fin stability impacts on monetary policy) with new types of data and computing power advances are forcing long-overdue changes in data governance, data management, and infrastructure needs.Advancing analytical and infrastructure needs for structured, unstructured, semi-structured. And, for analyzing and mashing up insights across all data types.Resulting also in organizational shifts – CDO role, central data management offices, cultural changes.What is big data today will be small data in 5 years. We need to get our arms around this now before it really is untennable.



Increased Needs and Complexity Must Drive  
New Approaches and Solutions 
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Presentation Notes
Organizations today cannot approach this problem in traditional ways. The scale, complexity, cross-functional needs, and general ecosystem trends demand new ways of thinking, and best practices that are being applied in many other sectors.This is true whether we’re talking about bank oversight and supervision, monetary policy, or advances in forecasting (nowcasting). 



Federal Reserve Strategic Framework, Theme 2 

• Launch the Board Data Council comprised of key enterprise 
stakeholders  to support enterprise wide data governance 
policies, processes, definitions, standards, and metrics 

• Create the OCDO mission, charter, goals, competencies 

• Develop the enterprise data strategy to strengthen the Board’s 
data environment 
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Presentation Notes
So, what is FRB doing? Charter, scope, operating procedures, target priorities (aligned with data strategy)Inclusive of all key Board stakeholdersPlanning and priorities aligned to the Board missions of: conducting monetary policy; maintaining the stability of the financial system and containing systemic risks; supervising and regulating financial institutions and activities; providing certain financial services; and, promoting consumer protection, fair lending and community developmentIdentification and prioritization of work through a multi-dimensional framework of people, policies, and technology



Federal Reserve OCDO Organization 
Mission – OCDO supports the Board’s interdisciplinary approach to monetary policy, 
supervision, and financial stability through strategic thought leadership, policy setting, 
advisory services and collaborative outreach to optimize enterprise data and 
information assets.  

Scope - Enterprise data governance and data management services across Board and 
Board-delegated functions. 
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OCDO 
Strategic program direction 

Strategy, Policy, & 
Innovation 

• Strategic, enterprise 
advice and counsel 

• Frameworks and policy 
development 

• Stakeholder team is the 
enterprise 

• Inputs include industry 
drivers, standards, best 
practices 

• Outputs go to others in 
OCDO and enterprise 

 

Program Management 
Office 

• Provides change 
management and 
communications in 
support of OCDO 
strategic efforts 

• Provides project 
management, 
communications, and 
training in support of 
OCDO initiatives. 

 

Data Management 
Business Services 

• Provision DM services 
• Solid linkages and 

dependencies between 
teams that speak one 
language 

• Stakeholders are specific 
Board divisions 

• Inputs come from 
customers and DG and IA 
frameworks 

• Outputs go to specific 
stakeholders 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Start up operation (2013)Two operational teams moved from R&S to OCDO (29 FTE)Regulatory reporting & clearanceData management20 net new positions, including CDOGovernanceInformation architectureBusiness analystsPMO supportStrategy & innovation



Enterprise Data Governance Framework 
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Presentation Notes
But while there is plenty of opportunity around data, we also must move forward pragmatically and practically. We don’t want to boil the ocean. We do have limited resources and other constraints. So, we are implementing a framework, identifying the key data pain points and opportunities, and are building a strategy, an approach and an office that will be sustainable over the long-term. There is no short-term fix, and this isn’t just about technology. This is a long-term (decade plus) effort to adjust to a world that is characterized by hyper change, global interconnectedness and interdependencies, tsunamis of new data, and rapidly evolving technology that outpaces regulators and legislators abilities to keep up.Overall objectives:Improving governance, planning, and communicationsMaturing data stewardship and analytical practicesMature data inventory and controlled sharing practicesBusiness process improvements, innovation, and partnership



The Future: Doing Things Differently 
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How can we challenge ourselves to coalesce 
and collaborate around common, enterprise 
data governance and data management 
needs to deal with the complexity and scale 
of our challenges?  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But while there is plenty of opportunity around data, we also must move forward pragmatically and practically. We don’t want to boil the ocean. We do have limited resources and other constraints. So, we are implementing a framework, identifying the key data pain points and opportunities, and are building a strategy, an approach and an office that will be sustainable over the long-term. There is no short-term fix, and this isn’t just about technology. This is a long-term (decade plus) effort to adjust to a world that is characterized by hyper change, global interconnectedness and interdependencies, tsunamis of new data, and rapidly evolving technology that outpaces regulators and legislators abilities to keep up.



Key Data Management Risks and Opportunities 

• Transforming the culture to data-centric and data driven 
• Developing common, best-practice focused data governance and data 

management 
• Creating integrated, distributed information architecture and set of 

platforms for increasingly complex data and information sharing 
needs (internally and externally) 

• Working together to develop common ontologies, data architecture, 
data dictionaries, and other data standards 

• Optimizing the analytic environment for insights across domains, data 
types, business processes 

• Embracing transparency and open data for engagement and 
efficiencies 

• Creating global communities of interest for crowdsourced approaches 
to our biggest financial stability and economic challenges 
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Presentation Notes
Building an integrated, but distributed information architecture and set of platforms.One-stop shopping for data: connecting the dots, leveraging what we haveEnterprise data inventories and common meta data (we know what we have and can find it)Information architecture and common taxonomies (we have common language and terms)Maturing data governance and stewardship practicesComponentizing and abstracting the data layerWe’re all monitoring the same globally important financial institutions – we should work together to develop a ‘common core’ for both information sharing and to reduce industry reporting burden



Lessons Learned to Date 
 
The concept of the pervasiveness and criticality of data and data technology 

to all the board’s missions 
It is crucial that certain foundational components be in place to support the 

scale and complexity of new data 
Education and awareness of data strategy concepts and data management 

approaches is strongly desired and necessary throughout the Board 
Communication and collaboration across the Board and System are 

imperative to success 
There is a deliberate nature to the Board that must be taken into 

consideration 
The OCDO is aligning to support the Board – there are significant data “pain 

points” across the Board; many of which we have already identified in our 
strategic priorities 
Continuing to balance strategic and operational needs in a resource-

constrained environment 
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Micheline Casey 
Chief Data officer 
Federal Reserve Board  
micheline.casey@frb.gov 

http://www.federalreserve.gov/ Follow us:  @federalreserve 
Follow me: @michelinecasey 
  

Thank you! 
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